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To:  Michael Wood,  Superintendent 
 
From:  George P. King, Jr., Assistant Superintendent 
 
Subject: Transportation Bid 
 
Date:  March 11, 2013 
 
 
 The District issued a request for bid for the provision of regular education 
student transportation beginning July 1, 2013.   The bid was requested in light of the 
expiring contract with First Student.  The bid was for a two year contract with two 
options years exercisable by the District.  Bids were opened on February 4, 2013.  
There were two bidders, Dee Bus and First Student. 
 
 Both bidders were responsive with competitive price bids.  I have attached the 
full bid sheets for each bidder.  First Student had the lower, two tier, per bus per day 
price of $296.14 compared to $299 for Dee Bus.  Once the estimated number of 
busses, days and events (as specified in the bid) were calculated over the two year 
base period the total cost for First Student was $3,417,863 versus $3,454,755 for Dee 
Bus.  Therefore First Student is the low bidder. 
 
 The increase in annual cost for this bid is about 2.5%.  This is higher than the 
last two years, which were option years on the existing contract.  The initial options 
were for four percent each year, yet we were able to negotiate down to zero and one 
percent.  So given the very small increases over the last two years I believe that the 
2.5% is a reasonable market increase, especially considering the relatively low number 
of bidders.  These are the same two companies we attracted four years ago.  We have 
been unable to attract bids from other companies active in the area. 
 
 We have reviewed all aspects of the bid response from First Student and as the 
low bidder it complies with all necessary bid requirements.  I did not do extensive 
reference checks as we have dealt with them directly for the last four years.  In general 
the District has been well served the last four years by First Student and it is 
advantageous to be able to renew with them.  The District was also served well by Dee 
Bus previous to four years ago and had they been the low bidder they also would have 
been an attractive company to do business with.  However, given that contracts must 
be awarded by competitive bid and in this case the low bidder is qualified, the law 
requires us to award the contract to the low bidder which is First Student. 
 

 Therefore I recommend the Nashoba Regional School Committee award the 
bid to First Student, and authorize the administration to negotiate and sign a final 
contract based on bid specifications with First Student. 
 
 Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 
 


